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17 august 2009 Prof. Rory Stewart at Harvard-university  
needs an upgrade on activites of 
the International Criminal Court       

Rory Stewart at Harvard and Prince William,
 
BBD.co.uk The Big questions
People talk about Afghanistan, being Evil and the position of  Young adults in our community r 
on the labourmarket.

Harvard Rory Stewart is one of the guest-speakers 

William,
Who could ever think that I need to upgrade a Harvard-professor?
Hopefully my email wil get through at Harvard...

I want you to work together with Rory Stewart on ICC & ICJ.

Rory Stewart,
I only write 'unique' letters = you'll get used to it.

Watched you on BBC's The Big Question.
You are so EQ-smart, but you have No idea that you have overlooked a highly significant anchor for 
Human Rights, located in the Netherlands. Namely, the International Criminal Court....!

Go to President's office on www.desireestokkel.nl
There you'll find an explanation in ENG on a lawcase against the Dutch supreme court, parliament 
Balkenende & co and municipal Bloemendaal with ICC.
Hidden for the world since 1 may 2007.

Of course, Afghanistan/Pakistan are well informed on this case, included the corruption and dirty 
practices of ICC 
= war in Afghan will continue as long as ICC is partial & corrupt to EU-leaders, UN, NATO..and many 
others

This information is important for you, because you want to build Afghanistan as a country for 'normal 
average smart human beings', without NATO  or corrupt ICC overruling daily life. 

We need to work together.

I also need you to assist William, who must rebalance the Ministery of Defence with the 
Ministery of Justice in his carreer as a King-to-be.

Don't worry!
When you have upgraded yourself, you can easily relate to me. 

Have an inspiring day in my wisdom,
desiree stokkel 
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